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ABSTRACT

Global horizontal wavenumber kinetic energy spectra and spectral fluxes of rotational kinetic energy and enstrophy are computed for a range of vertical levels using a T799 ECMWF operational analysis. Above 250 hPa, the kinetic energy spectra exhibit a distinct break between steep and shallow spectral ranges, reminiscent of dual power-law spectra seen in aircraft data and high-resolution general circulation models. The break separates a large-scale “balanced” regime in which rotational flow strongly dominates divergent flow and a mesoscale “unbalanced” regime where divergent energy is comparable to or larger than rotational energy. Between 230 and 100 hPa, the spectral break shifts to larger scales (from \(n = 60\) to \(n = 20\), where \(n\) is spherical harmonic index) as the balanced component of the flow preferentially decays. The location of the break remains fairly stable throughout the stratosphere. The spectral break in the analysis occurs at somewhat larger scales than the break seen in aircraft data. Nonlinear spectral fluxes defined for the rotational component of the flow maximize between about 300 and 200 hPa. Large-scale turbulence thus centers on the extratropical tropopause region, within which there are two distinct mechanisms of upscale energy transfer: eddy–eddy interactions sourcing the transient energy peak in synoptic scales, and zonal mean–eddy interactions forcing the zonal flow. A well-defined downscale enstrophy flux is clearly evident at these altitudes. In the stratosphere, the transient energy peak moves to planetary scales and zonal mean–eddy interactions become dominant.

1. Introduction

Analyzing the nonlinear dynamics of the atmospheric circulation within the framework of two-dimensional turbulence theory is of long-standing interest. Although the atmosphere is baroclinic, Charney (1971) argued that quasigeostrophic dynamics leads to quasi-two-dimensional behavior at synoptic and larger scales. Within this framework, baroclinic instability provides energy for barotropic motions, and nonlinear interactions associated with the advection term transfer kinetic energy upscale and enstrophy downscale (Salmon 1980). As a result, atmospheric kinetic energy is strongly confined to the largest scales of motion.

Diagnostic studies have largely confirmed this picture. Using the first available global analysis, at T32 spectral resolution (i.e., maximum spherical harmonic index \(n = 32\), corresponding approximately to a horizontal wavelength of 1200 km), Boer and Shepherd (1983) found upscale kinetic energy transfer from synoptic scales to planetary scales and downscale enstrophy transfer from synoptic scales to the smallest resolved scales. Associated with the downscale enstrophy transfer, the upper-tropospheric (200 hPa) kinetic energy spectrum had a power-law scaling over the range \(n = 10–25\) of approximately \(n^{-3}\), in accord with predictions for an enstrophy-cascading two-dimensional turbulent inertial subrange (Kraichnan 1967). At larger scales, the power-law scaling expected for the inverse energy cascade was not observed; Boer and Shepherd attributed this to the stationary component’s dominance at planetary scales.
Trenberth and Solomon (1993) found that the approximate $n^{-3}$ power-law scaling in the upper troposphere extended to $n = 70$, the apparent effective resolution limit of their T106 analysis, as evidenced by rapid power drop off at smaller scales. Straus and Ditlevsen (1999) examined troposphere-averaged kinetic energy and enstrophy spectral fluxes in another T106 analysis, and also found kinetic energy and enstrophy fluxes to large and small scales, respectively. Their results differed qualitatively from Boer and Shephard (1983) in several respects, which is to be expected, since energy and enstrophy transfers into or out of a given scale through nonlinear interactions involve wavenumber triad interactions with, in principle, all other scales. Hence any finite-resolution analysis introduces some truncation error in these quantities, even at the largest scales. In particular, Straus and Ditlevsen (1999) found overwhelmingly upscale kinetic energy flux, with only about 10% directed downscale. This confirmed, as argued by Boer and Shephard (1983), that the rather large downscale transfer (~25% of the total) found in their study was an artifact of limited spatial resolution. However, 10% is still nonnegligible, which leaves open whether the T106 analysis fully captured the upscale energy transfer. Moreover, Straus and Ditlevsen noted that although enstrophy transfer was almost entirely downscale, there was no evidence for an inertial range with constant flux. Instead they found that the enstrophy flux grew with wavenumber until limited by the dissipation range. This implies the downscale enstrophy flux was not fully resolved in their analysis.

It thus remains an open question whether there is a well-defined downscale enstrophy flux in the atmosphere, as posited by two-dimensional turbulence theory, and what spatial resolution is needed to fully capture the upscale energy flux. An equivalent question, in the scenario where baroclinic instability sources two-dimensional turbulence, is whether the baroclinic excitation range is spectrally confined. This has implications for required resolution in climate models. If baroclinic energy injection occurs over a limited range of wave-numbers, at sufficient resolution one would expect an enstrophy inertial range with constant spectral flux and resolved upscale energy transfers.

The extent to which two-dimensional turbulence theory applies to the stratosphere, where kinetic energy is primarily injected by upward-propagating planetary waves rather than baroclinic instability, is also of interest. Trenberth and Solomon (1993) examined the 10-hPa level in their study and found no evidence of power-law scaling, but noted that this was the upper level of their analysis. Both questions—the extent to which kinetic energy injection is spectrally confined and can therefore be resolved, and how spectral dynamics differ between the troposphere and stratosphere—motivate reexamining kinetic energy spectra and nonlinear spectral transfers of kinetic energy and enstrophy using a modern meteorological analysis with much higher spatial resolution and a well-resolved stratosphere.

Another reason to perform such a study is to compare with spectra from aircraft data. Nastrom and Gage (1985) showed that the $-3$ power-law scaling of the upper-tropospheric synoptic-scale kinetic energy spectrum gives way to a much shallower mesoscale spectrum, with slope close to $-2/3$ for wavelengths smaller than 400 km (approximately $n = 100$). Since its discovery, the origin of this $-2/3$ spectrum has been controversial. Standard similarity arguments (Kraichnan 1967) suggest an energy inertial range, but the flux could be in either direction. Certainly, at mesoscales the shallow spectrum cannot represent the three-dimensional Kolmogorov inertial range. Some (e.g., Vallis et al. 1997) have argued, following Lilly (1983), that a quasi-two-dimensional balanced inertial range carrying energy upscale from small-scale mesoscale instabilities such as thunderstorms generates the shallow mesoscale spectrum. Others (e.g., Waite and Bartello 2004 and Lindborg 2006) have argued that it represents a downscale unbalanced energy inertial range, a hypothesis supported by structure-function analysis of the aircraft data (Cho and Lindborg 2001). Bacmeister et al. (1996) also observed a $-2/3$ kinetic energy spectrum in research aircraft measurements around 20-km altitude (approximately 50 hPa), over wavelengths ranging from 150 to 600 km ($n = 60–300$). At these altitudes, the only conceivable mechanism is upward-propagating internal gravity waves, which is consistent with the “unbalanced” hypothesis for the mesoscale Nastrom–Gage spectrum in the upper troposphere.

A simple way to distinguish between balanced and unbalanced motion is by comparing the relative magnitudes of divergent and rotational flow. For balanced dynamics, whether the small Rossby number balance relevant to synoptic scales or the small Froude number balance relevant to the mesoscale, the divergent motion is much weaker than the rotational motion (Saujani and Shepherd 2006). In contrast, for unbalanced dynamics, the divergent component is comparable to or larger than the rotational component. Notably, while Trenberth and Solomon (1993) found no evidence for a mesoscale regime, which is hardly surprising given the spatial resolution of their analysis, they did note that the divergent kinetic energy spectrum followed a shallow (approximately $-2$) power law between $n = 10$ and the onset of the dissipation range at $n = 70$. If the total and divergent energies had maintained the same power laws beyond $n = 70$, they would have met (at 200 hPa) near $n = 100,$
roughly consistent with the Nastrom–Gage spectrum. The much-higher-resolution analysis we study here resolves the mesoscale better, allowing us to probe the region where the divergent and rotational energy spectra would have intersected.

Our purpose is thus to examine horizontal wavenumber spectra of rotational and divergent kinetic energy, as well as nonlinear spectral fluxes of rotational kinetic energy and enstrophy using a modern high-resolution operational analysis with a well-resolved stratosphere. In so doing we recognize that meteorological analyses do not necessarily represent the state of the atmosphere, only our best estimate of that state, and that aspects of the analysis not well constrained by measurements will be largely determined by the forecast model. That does not, however, make these aspects uninteresting, since the forecast model encodes our best understanding of the equations governing atmospheric behavior.

We use spherical harmonic decompositions and compute global spectra, noting that tropopause height varies with latitude—a potential limitation of our approach. However, computing global spectra provides continuity with earlier studies (Boer and Shepherd 1983; Trenberth and Solomon 1993; Straus and Ditlevsen 1999), including Nastrom and Gage (1985), whose spectra include both tropical and midlatitude measurements.

For the spectra, the key question is whether the analysis resolves a spectral break consistent with aircraft observations, and how the divergent and rotational components of kinetic energy reflect this. For the spectral fluxes, the key questions are whether the analysis resolves the baroclinic source region and associated downscale enstrophy flux, and how spectral dynamics differ in the stratosphere. Within the troposphere, we focus on the upper troposphere, where the aircraft data are taken, and where the nonlinear spectral fluxes maximize (Boer and Shepherd 1983), consistent with our understanding of synoptic-scale Rossby wave breaking and eddy momentum fluxes (Held and Hoskins 1985; Randel and Held 1991).

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) International Polar Year (IPY) data, spherical harmonic decompositions, and changepoint analysis. Kinetic energy spectra are presented in section 3, nonlinear interaction terms and spectral fluxes in section 4, and in section 5 we summarize and discuss our findings.

2. Data and methods

a. Dataset

The data analyzed herein are horizontal wind fields from the ECMWF “International Polar Year” analysis, included in the Stratospheric Processes and Their Role in Climate-International Polar Year (SPARC-IPY) data archive (Pendlebury 2009), obtainable from the SPARC Data Center at http://www.sparc.sunysb.edu/. The winds are available at 0000, 0600, 1200, and 1800 UTC on 91 hybrid model levels. The grid is equally spaced, with resolution $0.25^\circ \times 0.25^\circ$, resolving total spherical harmonic wavenumber $n = 721$. The ECMWF system at the time was T799 on a linear, reduced Gaussian grid, so the IPY data is T799 data interpolated to a regular latitude–longitude grid. To check that interpolation does not significantly affect the spectral slopes at synoptic and mesoscales, we recomputed kinetic energy spectra using the uninterpolated T799 dataset, and found the results virtually unchanged—the IPY and T799 spectra almost coincide well into the dissipation range.

Previous studies (Trenberth and Solomon 1993; Straus and Ditlevsen 1999) have shown that 1 month of global data sufficiently characterizes spectral properties at synoptic and smaller scales, so we consider only January 2008. Planetary-scale spectral properties depend on season; these variations have been explored in previous studies (Boer and Shepherd 1983; Trenberth and Solomon 1993; Straus and Ditlevsen 1999) and are robust over datasets.

b. Spherical harmonic decompositions

Spherical harmonic decompositions and syntheses were computed from the winds at all available times in the month of January 2008 using the Spherepack 3.2 package from the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) (Adams and Swarztrauber 1997). We calculate all quantities on model levels, with no interpolation to pressure levels in the lower troposphere, where the pressure varies appreciably over the level. However, our focus is on the upper troposphere and above, where model levels essentially coincide with pressure levels. We have checked that spectra calculated on model and pressure levels coincide at both 250 and 100 hPa. Calculating quantities on model levels where possible is preferable since the winds are not interpolated in the vertical.

Relevant scalar fields are expanded in spherical harmonic basis functions $Y^m_n(\theta, \phi)$ (Boer 1983). The streamfunction expansion, truncated at total spherical harmonic wavenumber $N$, is

$$\psi(\lambda, \phi) = \sum_{n=0}^{N} \sum_{m=-n}^{n} \psi^m_n Y^m_n(\lambda, \phi).$$

(1)

Here $n$ is the total spherical harmonic wavenumber, $m$ is the zonal wavenumber, and $\psi^m_n$ are the spherical harmonic coefficients of the streamfunction. The basis
functions are $Y^m = P_{n,m} e^{im\phi}$, where $P_{n,m}$ are the Legendre polynomials. Divergence is expanded similarly.

For spherical harmonics, the transformed Laplacian becomes $-n(n+1)/a^2$, where $a$ is Earth’s radius. Approximating $n(n+1)$ by $n^2$, we obtain

$$\lambda = \frac{2\pi a}{n} \simeq \frac{40000 \text{ km}}{n},$$

so that $n = 40$ corresponds to $\lambda = 1000$ km, for example.

1) SPECTRA

The total kinetic energy spectrum is (Koshyk and Hamilton 2001)

$$E_n = \frac{1}{4 n(n+1)} \sum_{m=-n}^{n} \left( |\hat{\beta}_m|^2 + |\hat{\alpha}_m|^2 \right),$$

where the overbar represents a monthly average, and $\hat{\alpha}_m$ and $\hat{\beta}_m$ are the spherical harmonic coefficients of divergence and vorticity, respectively. See the appendix for decompositions into rotational and divergent, stationary and transient, and zonal and meridional components. The enstrophy spectrum is

$$G_n = \frac{n(n+1)}{a^2} E_{n}^{\text{tot}},$$

where $E_{n}^{\text{tot}}$ is the rotational kinetic energy.

2) NONLINEAR INTERACTION TERMS AND FLUXES

Starting from the vorticity equation

$$\frac{\partial \zeta}{\partial t} = -(\mathbf{v} \cdot \nabla) \zeta - D,$$

where $\mathbf{v} = (u, v)$ is rotational velocity, $\zeta$ vorticity, and $D$ divergent effects, sources, and sinks, we calculate nonlinear interaction terms. The spectral space enstrophy equation is

$$\frac{\partial G_n}{\partial t} = J_n + D_n^G,$$

and the kinetic energy equation is

$$\frac{\partial E_{n}^{\text{tot}}}{\partial t} = I_n + D_n^E,$$

where $J_n$ and $I_n$ are interaction terms, representing nonlinear transfers of enstrophy and kinetic energy into wavenumber $n$, and $D_n^G$ and $D_n^E$ include divergent effects, sources, and sinks of enstrophy and kinetic energy, respectively.

The enstrophy interaction term is given by

$$J_n = \frac{-1}{4} \sum_{m=-n}^{n} \left[ \hat{\beta}_m (\mathbf{v} \cdot \nabla \zeta)_m^m + \hat{\alpha}_m (\mathbf{v} \cdot \nabla \zeta)_m^m \right],$$

where the asterisk indicates the complex conjugate, and the kinetic energy interaction term is (Boer and Shepherd 1983)

$$I_n = \frac{a^2}{n(n+1)} J_n. \quad (9)$$

To obtain $J_n$ from (8), $\zeta$ and $\mathbf{v} \cdot \nabla \zeta$ were computed at each grid point for each time step using the Spherepack 3.2 subroutines, and then decomposed into spherical harmonics.

Since $I_n$ and $J_n$ only redistribute kinetic energy and enstrophy among wavenumbers,

$$\sum_{n=0}^{N} I_n = 0 = \sum_{n=0}^{N} J_n.$$  \quad (10)

On a finite grid, the flux of kinetic energy is

$$F_{n+1} = -\sum_{l=0}^{n} I_l,$$

and the enstrophy flux is

$$H_{n+1} = -\sum_{l=0}^{n} J_l.$$  \quad (12)

Equation (10) implies the fluxes vanish at sufficiently large $n$.

In a turbulent inertial range, the fluxes are independent of $n$, the kinetic energy and enstrophy in each wavenumber are time independent, and the interaction terms vanish. Hence, one can determine whether a power-law regime might correspond to a true inertial range by checking whether the fluxes are constant with $n$ and the interaction terms vanish.

c. Changepoint analysis

Changepoint analysis can be used to statistically estimate the location of a regime transition (Hinkley 1969; Toms and Lesperance 2003). The technique consists of fitting to the data linear segments under the constraint that they connect, forming a piecewise differentiable curve. The slope changes discontinuously at the changepoint(s), where the segments meet. The location of the changepoint is not known in advance, but rather calculated as part of the regression.

We use changepoint analysis to identify spectral breaks in the ECMWF kinetic energy spectra and fit slopes to the adjoined scaling regimes. The simplest model, in which two straight lines are joined sharply at the changepoint, gives very good fits to the ECMWF data. The model is
\[ \ln(E_n) = \begin{cases} \beta_0 + \beta_2 \alpha + \beta_1 \ln(n) + e_n, & \text{for } \ln(n) \leq \alpha, \\ \beta_0 + \beta_1 \alpha + \beta_2 \ln(n) + e_n, & \text{for } \ln(n) > \alpha, \end{cases} \] (13)

where \( E_n \) is the kinetic energy in wavenumber \( n \) and \( \alpha \) is the natural logarithm of the changepoint wavenumber, \( n_{cp} = \exp(\alpha) \). The parameters \( \beta_1 \) and \( \beta_2 \) are the slopes of the first and second segment. The parameter \( \beta_0 \) is a constant normalization factor without physical significance; \( e_n \) represents an independent, additive error term with vanishing mean (Toms and Lesperance 2003).

Equation (13) defines a nonlinear statistical model with four free parameters \((\alpha, \beta_0, \beta_1, \beta_2)\), which must be estimated simultaneously. We used the SciPy scientific Python “leastsq” routine, which relies on the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm (Levenberg 1944) to minimize the root-mean-square error of the model (13) against the data (the kinetic energy spectra). The 95% confidence interval for each parameter was estimated from the covariance matrix.

The changepoint analysis was performed over the range \( n = 10–100 \) in order to avoid fitting the dissipation range and the peak at planetary scales. Note that the density of data points increases at higher wavenumbers. The following values were used as initial guesses: \( \alpha = \ln(20) \), \( \beta_0 = \ln(5400) \), \( \beta_1 = -3.3 \), and \( \beta_2 = -2.0 \); the results are not sensitive to this particular choice.

### 3. Kinetic energy spectra

Figure 1a shows kinetic energy spectra for levels spanning the mid troposphere (500 hPa) to the midstratosphere (10 hPa). At 500 and 250 hPa, a single spectral range extends from about \( n = 10–100 \), with pronounced steepening at higher wavenumbers suggestive of dissipative effects. We define the dissipation range as beginning where the spectra visibly turn over and steepen; \( n = 100 \) is a conservative estimate. The approximate \( n^{-3} \) power-law behavior at 250 hPa confirms earlier results (Boer and Shepherd 1983; Trenberth and Solomon 1993) using much-lower-resolution analyses. In the ECMWF analysis, this power law, characteristic of the two-dimensional turbulent enstrophy-cascading subrange, extends into the mesoscale to spatial wavelengths of 400 km or less. As will be seen in section 4, the 250-hPa level corresponds to the maximum nonlinear spectral fluxes and hence the most intense large-scale turbulence. The shallower power law at altitudes below 250 hPa is similar to the behavior seen in Boer and Shepherd (1983).

Spectral amplitudes decrease with altitude immediately above 100 hPa but then start to increase again (due to decreasing density). At 100 hPa and above, the kinetic energy spectra exhibit a spectral break around \( n = 20 \), with a distinctly shallower spectrum and well-defined power law from about \( n = 20–100 \). Note that \( n = 20 \) corresponds to a spatial wavelength of about 2000 km. This spectral break between an approximately \( n^{-3} \) large-scale spectrum and a shallower mesoscale spectrum is reminiscent of the Nastrom–Gage spectrum (Nastrom and Gage 1985). The transition between the distinct behavior at 250 and 100 hPa develops gradually. The changepoint algorithm first detects a spectral break at 226 hPa, but it only becomes clearly visible above about 200 hPa. The transition is examined in Fig. 1b: the break emerges because of a large decrease in synoptic-scale
kinetic energy over the range 250–100 hPa, which corresponds to the transition from troposphere to stratosphere over the global atmosphere.

Figure 2a illustrates the application of changepoint analysis to the spectra over the range \( n = 10–100 \) at 250 and 100 hPa, showing the very clean scaling properties of these spectra (with excellent fits to power laws), and the sharpness of the spectral break at 100 hPa. This gives us confidence in the use of this diagnostic. The spectral break’s location, which is calculated as part of the regression, determines the ranges over which the steep and shallow power laws extend. As evident in Fig. 2b, the break (red curve) moves upscale from \( n \approx 60 \) at 226 hPa to \( n \leq 20 \) just above 100 hPa, before increasing slightly and remaining fairly stable around \( n = 20 \) up to 10 hPa. The slope of the steep, large-scale range (blue curve) varies around \(-\frac{5}{3}\) with altitude. For this regime, the fit is done over a limited spectral range, resulting in large uncertainty and a wide 95% confidence interval (shaded region). The slope of the shallow, mesoscale range (green curve) is well defined (note the comparatively narrow confidence interval), and distinctly steeper than \(-\frac{5}{3}\), which is the slope found by Nastrom and Gage (1985). The mesoscale slope decreases rapidly through the transition region to \(-2\) around 60 hPa, before increasing slightly and remaining fairly stable up to 10 hPa. The divergent kinetic energy spectral slope (Div.), discussed later, is also shown.

The strong altitude dependence of the spectral break’s location within the transition region 230–100 hPa, and of the shallow mesoscale slope, means that comparisons with other datasets in this altitude range must be performed with care. In particular, quantitative comparison with the Nastrom–Gage spectrum is problematic because the aircraft data included cover 250–150 hPa, which lies within our transition region, in which the ECMWF spectral break varies between \( n \approx 30 \) and \( n \approx 60 \). Nastrom and Gage (1985) identified well-defined power laws for wavelengths larger than 1000 km \((n \# 40)\) and smaller than 400 km \((n \# 100)\), with a gradual transition in between (see their Fig. 3), which is in marked contrast to the sharp transition found here at particular vertical levels. Our results suggest the gradual transition found by Nastrom and Gage may result from averaging over vertical levels. The upper-tropospheric spectral break in the analysis occurs at larger scales than the break observed in aircraft data; we comment on this later.

The shallow spectral regime in the analysis at stratospheric altitudes is also consistent with kinetic energy spectra obtained by Bacmeister et al. (1996) from high-altitude research aircraft near 50 hPa, though again with slope steeper than the observed \(-\frac{5}{3}\). Bacmeister et al. (1996) found no spectral break; this is consistent with the fact that at 50 hPa the spectral break in the IPY analysis occurs at much larger scales \((n = 20)\) than the largest scale \((n = 60)\) resolved in the Bacmeister et al. spectra.

A direct comparison is possible with results from the high-resolution SKYHI general circulation model. Figure 1 of Koshky and Hamilton (2001) shows a spectral break around 1000 km \((n = 40)\) at 211 hPa. (They
state 500 km, but 1000 km seems more consistent with their figure.) This is similar to what we find at 200 hPa, though of slightly larger scale. Figure 3 of Koshyk et al. (1999) shows a stratospheric average, but since this average is pressure weighted it is dominated by levels around 100 hPa. The distinct spectral break around $n = 20$ found there is very consistent with our results at 100 hPa.

Hamilton et al. (2008) analyzed results from the Earth Simulator atmospheric GCM and found agreement between one-dimensional spectra at 200 hPa and the Nastrom–Gage spectrum, with a smoother transition than found in either the IPY analysis or by Koshyk and Hamilton (2001). However, we note that they tuned their horizontal hyperdiffusion to obtain the observed spectrum, and that they had relatively coarse vertical resolution: 24 levels as opposed to 91 levels in the ECMWF IPY analysis.

Earlier deterministic versions of the ECMWF T799 forecast model did not exhibit mesoscale shallowing. Palmer (2001) and Palmer et al. (2005) in fact noted that the tropospheric kinetic energy spectrum produced by this model steepened in the mesoscale, rather than shallowing. With the addition of stochastic backscatter, a shallower mesoscale spectrum appeared (Palmer et al. 2005). Note, however, that stochastic backscatter is not used in the deterministic forecast model or ensemble data assimilation (N. Wedi 2012, personal communication), so the shallowing we observe here is due to other factors.

In IFS Cycle 32r3, with which the January 2008 IPY data studied here was generated, the ECMWF convective scheme was changed from a moisture-dependent to a relative-humidity-dependent organized entrainment rate (Hirons et al. 2012). This led to a better representation of the transition from shallow to deep convection, with increased cumulus congestus in the midtroposphere and decreased deep convection into the upper troposphere (Hirons et al. 2012). This may have led to a more energetic mesoscale spectrum with a stronger divergent component. Hamilton et al. (2008) also reported high sensitivity of the magnitude of divergent kinetic energy (but not spectral slope) to the cumulus scheme. In light of the mesoscale shallowing we find here, the current ECMWF analysis appears to be more realistic than earlier ECMWF analyses in terms of mesoscale variability.

Figure 3 shows a stationary-transient decomposition of the kinetic energy spectrum. In the upper troposphere (Fig. 3a), the transient component strongly dominates the stationary component for $n > 10$, as found by Boer and Shepherd (1983). In the middle stratosphere (Fig. 3b), however, the transient component is less dominant around $n = 10$: the strong decrease in kinetic energy seen in Fig. 1 at these scales in the stratosphere is associated with the transient component of the flow. Figure 3c shows that the peak in the transient kinetic energy spectrum correspondingly moves from synoptic scales ($n = 8$) in the troposphere to planetary scales ($n = 5$) in the stratosphere. This is consistent with the mechanism of Charney–Drazin filtering (Charney and
Drazin 1961), which causes the amplitude of synoptic-scale evanescent waves to decay exponentially with altitude.

The transient kinetic energy is further decomposed into zonal and meridional components in Fig. 4. We exclude the stationary component, which is overwhelmingly zonal, from this decomposition. As noted by Boer and Shepherd (1983), transient flow in the upper troposphere (Fig. 4a) is almost isotropic, as expected for two-dimensional turbulence, with approximate equipartition between zonal and meridional components, albeit slight zonal anisotropy. Boer and Shepherd (1983) decomposed the total kinetic energy into zonal and meridional components; however, since total kinetic energy approximately corresponds to transient kinetic energy for \( n > 8 \), comparing our decomposition with theirs is valid. Shepherd (1987) showed that this approximate equipartition of transient kinetic energy applied at \( n < 8 \) as well, as seen here. In the middle stratosphere (Fig. 4b), however, the large-scale regime becomes more zonally anisotropic, with a factor of two difference between zonal and meridional kinetic energy at the transient energy peak, while the mesoscale regime becomes more isotropic. To quantify this, Fig. 4c shows the ratio of zonal to meridional transient kinetic energy as a function of altitude for the two spectral ranges identified by changepoint analysis.

In Fig. 5, the kinetic energy is decomposed into rotational and divergent components. At 250 hPa in the upper troposphere (Fig. 5a), the rotational dominates the divergent component by at least an order of magnitude, except within the dissipation range, and the two components scale very differently with \( n \). In contrast, in the lower stratosphere (100 hPa) the divergent component in the mesoscale \( (n > 40) \) is 2–3 times larger than the rotational component, as shown in Fig. 5b: the two components are more comparable here than at large scales, and scale similarly in this range. This is like what was seen in the SKYHI general circulation model—see Fig. 4 of Koshyk et al. (1999). Balanced dynamics imply that divergent kinetic energy is much less than rotational kinetic energy—this holds for both the small Froude number balance possible in the mesoscale and the small Rossby number balance relevant to synoptic scales (Saujani and Shepherd 2006). Hence, we may interpret the regime in which the rotational component dominates the divergent component as being balanced, and the regime in which the divergent component is comparable to or larger than the rotational component as being unbalanced. (Note that unbalanced flow generally contains both divergent and rotational components, so a significant rotational contribution to the mesoscale spectrum is consistent with interpreting this flow as unbalanced.) With this interpretation, both upper troposphere and lower stratosphere exhibit a steep, balanced spectrum coexisting with a shallow, unbalanced spectrum. Given sufficient resolution, the two spectra must cross at some scale, leading to a spectral break. However,
in light of the finite resolution imposed by the dissipation range, the unbalanced spectrum is sufficiently weak at 250 hPa that it fails to emerge in the total energy, while at 100 hPa it is sufficiently strong, relative to the balanced spectrum, that it emerges in the total energy for $n > 20$.

Figure 5c shows a blowup of the transition region 230–100 hPa, with the intersections of the rotational and divergent spectra indicated by open circles. The intersections move rapidly to larger scale as altitude increases; this results from decreased rotational power rather than increased divergent power, and is consistent with the mechanism of Charney–Drazin filtering referred to in connection with Fig. 3. As evident in Fig. 5d, the vertical dependence of the wavenumber where the divergent and rotational spectra intersect closely parallels that of the spectral break in the total kinetic energy spectrum. The mesoscale spectrum shallows predominantly because the shallower divergent spectrum makes a relatively large contribution to the total kinetic energy at mesoscales. Hence, our interpretation is that the spectral break reflects a transition from a balanced spectral range at large scales to an unbalanced spectral range in the mesoscale, and the break’s upscale shift over the transition region 230–100 hPa results from preferential decrease of synoptic-scale balanced kinetic energy.
energy with height. Our unbalanced mesoscale is consistent with Bartello (2010), who simulated idealized rotating and stratified turbulence and found that a shallow mesoscale range emerged as a consequence of ageostrophic modes, which included all divergent effects, exceeding the geostrophic (balanced) component of the kinetic energy spectrum.

As noted earlier, the spectral break in the analysis occurs at larger scales than found by Nastrom and Gage (1985). Because the steep balanced part of the spectrum is presumably well constrained by observations, this suggests excess power in the unbalanced flow, and that the shallow mesoscale spectrum is overly energetic in the analysis, at least in the vicinity of the transition wavenumber. Excess energy in the unbalanced flow would cause the divergent to intersect the rotational spectrum at larger scales, and the spectral break to appear at larger scales. On the other hand, the difference could reflect sampling issues, because our spectra likely include more contributions from the tropics, where the unbalanced component of the flow is expected to be stronger, than do the Nastrom–Gage spectra.

As shown in Fig. 2b, linear fits to the divergent kinetic energy spectrum over the range \( n = 20–100 \) above 100 hPa reveal a slope (Div.) very close to \(-\frac{5}{3}\), which is the slope observed in aircraft data. This suggests the mesoscale spectrum and shallowing are not properly resolved in the analysis; up to \( n = 100 \), the steeper rotational spectrum still significantly contributes to the slope, leading to a steeper spectrum, and beyond \( n = 100 \), the divergent spectrum itself begins to steepen, presumably because of dissipation. If the \(-\frac{5}{3}\) power-law behavior of the divergent spectrum extended to larger \( n \) before encountering dissipation, as presumably would happen in higher-resolution data, while simultaneously the rotational kinetic energy continued to drop off, the divergent spectrum and its \(-\frac{5}{3}\) power law would dominate at some \( n \). In such a case, the changepoint analysis would recover a mesoscale spectrum with slope closer to \(-\frac{5}{3}\).

To test this hypothesis, we examine kinetic energy spectra from forecasts produced with a more recent, higher-resolution (T1279) version of the ECMWF forecast system (Fig. 6). The results are nearly the same—mesoscale shallowing again emerges as a result of the divergent exceeding the rotational component of the flow, as seen in Fig. 6c—but the mesoscale spectrum is slightly weaker, has a somewhat shallower slope (–2 in the T1279 forecast as opposed to –2.16 in the IPY analysis at 100 hPa), and extends to higher wavenumbers. (The dissipation range appears to begin somewhere between \( n = 200 \) and \( n = 300 \).) All of these features are more realistic, as might be expected from a higher-resolution analysis. The divergent kinetic energy spectrum also has slope –1.4, which is shallower than the \(-\frac{5}{3}\) found in the IPY analysis. This suggests
that the appearance of a changepoint transition to a shallower mesoscale slope in the IPY analysis is a generic feature of the latest ECMWF forecast models, but the exact details, such as the wavenumber of the transition and the slope of the mesoscale spectrum, can be expected to depend on the forecast model.

The relative decrease of rotational and divergent energy is shown in Fig. 7 as a function of pressure and wavenumber. By relative decrease, we mean the vertical derivative of density-weighted kinetic energy scaled by the local value,

$$\text{relative decrease} = -\frac{\partial \log(\rho E_k)}{\partial \log p}.$$  

where $\rho$ is density and $p$ pressure. This measures relative attenuation with height. Figure 7 shows relative decrease except for rotational kinetic energy at the largest scales in the stratosphere, especially in the band 50–20 hPa. The increase of rotational kinetic energy at these scales and pressure levels is consistent with Fig. 1. Rotational kinetic energy exhibits a significant decrease above 250 hPa at the larger scales, as already discussed. Above 100 hPa, the relative decreases are similar between the rotational and divergent kinetic energy. Since unbalanced flow contains both rotational and divergent components, this suggests these decreases are associated with the same (i.e., unbalanced) component of the flow. The relative decreases are also largely scale independent, which explains why the shallow mesoscale power-law scaling can be maintained with approximately the same exponent above 100 hPa—see Fig. 2b. Why the relative decreases should be scale independent is unclear.

4. Nonlinear interactions and spectral fluxes

Figure 8 shows the rotational kinetic energy nonlinear interaction terms for various levels. A negative value at a given scale indicates loss of energy to other scales, while a positive value indicates gain from other scales. The integral over all wavenumbers is zero by construction. In the upper troposphere (350 and 250 hPa), there is net loss of energy from $n > 10$ and net gain at two distinct scales, $n = 3$ and $n = 8–9$, as shown in Fig. 8a, implying upscale transfer of rotational kinetic energy to those scales. Interaction terms represent exchanges with all other scales. However, since, for example, at 250 hPa the terms only reach large negative and positive values at synoptic and planetary scales, respectively, energy exchanges must be predominantly between those scales. Both immediately above and below these pressure levels, the nonlinear transfers are much weaker. The double-peaked structure at the largest scales differs from the single peak at $n = 3$ found by Boer and Shepherd (1983). Of course, unlike spectra, nonlinear interaction terms even at the largest scales include contributions from spectrally nonlocal wavenumber triads involving smaller scales, and are sensitive to spatial resolution. This is illustrated by the fact that Boer and Shepherd (1983) found positive interaction terms at the smallest resolved scales (around $n = 30$), which is almost certainly an artifact of missing nonlinear interactions with slightly smaller scales [see discussion in Boer and Shepherd (1983)]. With these much-higher-resolution analyses, the interaction terms for $n > 10$ remain negative to $n = 60$. We will discuss convergence further when we examine nonlinear fluxes at the higher wavenumbers.

In the stratosphere (100 hPa and above), the synoptic-scale kinetic energy source region $n > 10$ disappears, which is consistent with the rapid decrease of synoptic-scale kinetic energy between 250 and 100 hPa seen in the kinetic energy spectra (section 3). The interaction terms now show upscale transfer within the planetary-scale range $n < 10$, which grows substantially with altitude, becoming especially pronounced at 10 and 5 hPa. We comment further on this when we discuss zonal mean–eddy decompositions of the spectral transfers.
The remaining panels of Fig. 8 show nonlinear fluxes computed from (11) and (12). These represent spectral transfer of rotational kinetic energy (upscale for negative fluxes, downscale for positive fluxes) past a given wavenumber due to nonlinear interactions. Starting from the barotropic vorticity equation, one cannot define for the total kinetic energy a spectral flux that is a sum over compensating interactions and goes to zero at the truncation scale. The approach taken here is to restrict consideration to the rotational component of the flow. This allows us to define spectral fluxes and is complementary to the enstrophy flux analysis, which of course solely involves the rotational flow. This does not provide a complete representation of the energy budget, but other terms are missing in any case (e.g., baroclinic conversions), and this framework does allow one to investigate the nonlinear spectral fluxes relevant to two-dimensional turbulence. In particular,
it allows us to reexamine with a higher-resolution analysis earlier results on rotational fluxes, which is in itself of interest given the sensitivity of nonlinear interactions and fluxes to small-scale structure and spectral truncation.

The large-scale portions of these plots—Figs. 8c and d—show what we could already conclude from the nonlinear interaction terms: an upscale kinetic energy flux, maximizing in the upper troposphere and again in the upper stratosphere. The downscale energy fluxes at the smaller scales—Figs. 8e and f—are at least two orders of magnitude smaller than the upscale fluxes, whereas in Boer and Shepherd (1983) they were only a factor of three smaller. This confirms their hypothesis that the strong inferred downscale energy fluxes were artifacts of limited spectral resolution. It also shows that even the T106 analysis of Straus and Ditlevsen (1999), for which the (vertically integrated) downscale energy flux was about 10% of the upscale flux, did not fully resolve the upscale energy transfer. The higher-resolution analysis used here confirms that kinetic energy transfer is overwhelmingly to larger scale. Nevertheless, the downscale energy fluxes appear to be resolved in the sense that there are spectral ranges of nearly constant positive flux, at least in the upper troposphere and stratosphere (250 hPa and above), suggesting that the kinetic energy sources are spectrally confined and captured by the analysis. In particular, the kinetic energy flux is downscale in the shallow mesoscale regime. At lower altitudes, the flux maximum appears to be limited by the dissipation range evident in the spectra for \( n > 100 \).

Figure 9 shows the kinetic energy flux’s vertical structure, highlighting the concentration of upscale flux around the tropopause. Figure 11 of Boer and Shepherd (1983) is similar, but here the flux is almost entirely upscale for the range shown, and has two peaks.

Nonlinear interactions of the rotational flow conserve both kinetic energy and enstrophy, so spectral fluxes of enstrophy can also be defined, and are shown in Fig. 10. These are overwhelmingly downscale, as found by Boer and Shepherd (1983) and Straus and Ditlevsen (1999). In the middle troposphere (500 and 350 hPa), the enstrophy fluxes increase with wavenumber until turning over sharply, indicating energy/enstrophy generation over a wide spectral range, limited only by the dissipation range of the analysis. At these altitudes, the maximum enstrophy flux presumably has not converged. In the upper troposphere (250 hPa), in contrast, the enstrophy flux is approximately constant for \( n = 50–200 \), which is consistent with expectations for two-dimensional turbulence and a spectrally localized source. The kinetic energy slope is also approximately \(-3\) at these altitudes (see Fig. 1), the slope expected for a two-dimensional enstrophy-cascading turbulent subrange.
This is also the altitude where the kinetic energy flux changes sign (to positive) at the largest scale, as shown in Fig. 5d. Downscale contributions to the kinetic energy flux begin to dominate upscale contributions at the wavenumber where the flux changes sign. (Note that downscale and upscale fluxes will generally coexist in the same spectral range.) A sign change at large scales is consistent with a spectrally confined injection region for the downscale flux and with constant enstrophy flux. Notably, Cho and Lindborg (2001) estimated a downscale enstrophy flux of $2 \times 10^{-15} \text{s}^{-3}$ from structure-function analysis of aircraft data in the stratospheric polar vortex at altitudes of 9–12 km (~200 hPa). While we cannot compare directly with our global estimates, the value is similar to our calculated enstrophy flux of $1.5 \times 10^{-15} \text{s}^{-3}$ at 250 hPa.

The lower stratosphere (50 and 25 hPa) resembles the middle troposphere in that the enstrophy flux increases steadily with wavenumber until limited by the dissipation range, again implying energy/enstrophy generation over a wide range of scales. In the upper stratosphere (10 and 5 hPa), however, a well-developed downscale enstrophy cascade emerges, consistent with a spectrally localized planetary-wave enstrophy source, and complementing strong upscale energy fluxes at these altitudes.

Shepherd (1987) emphasized the mean flow’s important role in inducing tropospheric spectral transfers, suggesting that zonal mean–eddy interactions accomplished roughly half the upscale energy flux, and eddy–eddy interactions (possibly described by homogeneous two-dimensional turbulence theory) the other half. To better understand our diagnosed transfers, we therefore decompose them into zonal mean and eddy contributions. This is essentially equivalent to Shepherd’s stationary-transient decomposition, since the stationary flow is mostly zonal. We focus on 250 and 10 hPa, which exhibit strong upscale energy fluxes.

Figure 11 shows the energy interaction terms. The two peaks found earlier at 250 hPa have distinct origins: the peak around $n = 8$ is sourced by eddy–eddy interactions and draws from $n = 10–20$, while the peak around $n = 3$ is sourced by zonal mean–eddy interactions and draws mainly from scales around $n = 8$. The resulting upscale energy flux, shown in Fig. 12a, thus exhibits a “hand off,” with eddy–eddy interactions carrying energy up to $n = 8$, and zonal mean–eddy interactions carrying it the rest of the way up to $n = 3$. The same feature was identified in much-lower-resolution analyses by Shepherd (1987). In contrast to Shepherd (1987), however, here the downscale enstrophy flux is overwhelmingly carried by eddy–eddy interactions, as seen in Fig. 12b. Hence the upscale energy flux in the upper troposphere reflects two distinct processes: eddy–eddy transfers, which can be understood, along with the downscale enstrophy flux, within the framework of two-dimensional turbulence, and upscale zonal mean–eddy energy transfers, which are wave–mean flow interaction rather than homogeneous two-dimensional turbulence. The energy spectral slope in this range is not that expected for a two-dimensional turbulent inverse cascade; this can be attributed to the substantial contribution from zonal mean–eddy transfers to the upscale flux, as well as the limited spectral range over which the upscale energy flux develops.

At 10 hPa, the role of eddy–eddy interactions is diminished and that of zonal mean–eddy interactions...
enhanced, as shown in Fig. 12d. This is because at 10 hPa the transient flow is much weaker than the overwhelmingly zonal stationary flow (Fig. 3). At these altitudes, the dynamics is most accurately represented as wave–mean flow interaction. Zonal mean–eddy interactions primarily drive the upscale energy flux, displayed in Fig. 12c, while even the downscale enstrophy flux has a sizeable contribution—roughly one-half—from the zonal mean–eddy interactions, as can be seen in Fig. 12d. Notably, this component of the flux is relatively constant for $n > 20$. We thus see a downscale enstrophy cascade from a spectrally localized planetary-scale source, carried primarily by zonal mean–eddy interactions. The contribution of eddy–eddy interactions to the downscale enstrophy flux is far from negligible, and grows with $n$, highlighting the role of nonlinearity in wave breaking that drives the downscale enstrophy cascade in the stratospheric surf zone.

The behavior of the interaction terms and fluxes is qualitatively similar at 15 and 5 hPa, except that the zonal mean–eddy interactions strengthen with altitude. This is consistent with the fact that, as altitude increases, the polar jet strengthens, planetary wave amplitudes increase, and the surf zone gets more active.

5. Summary and discussion

The extent to which two-dimensional turbulence theory describes atmospheric circulation has been much investigated. Limited spatial resolution constrained earlier studies (Boer and Shepherd 1983; Trenberth and Solomon 1993; Straus and Ditlevsen 1999) of global
atmospheric analyses. Recent state-of-the-art meteorological analyses have much higher spatial resolution and include well-resolved stratospheres, so reexamining this issue is of interest. We do so using the ECMWF “International Polar Year” T799 operational analysis.

Aspects of the meteorological analysis not well constrained by measurements will be largely determined by the forecast model. This consideration applies particularly to the mesoscale features of the analysis, and a relevant question then is whether the meteorological analysis appears realistic in light of direct observations and results from general circulation models. A case in point is the marked shallowing of the kinetic energy spectrum observed at mesoscales in upper-tropospheric aircraft observations (Nastrom and Gage 1985) and in general circulation models (Koshyk et al. 1999; Koshyk and Hamilton 2001). The ability to reproduce such a feature is a test of whether a meteorological analysis—and, by extension, its underlying forecast model—has a physically realistic level of mesoscale variability.

We first examine horizontal wavenumber spectra of total (rotational plus divergent) horizontal kinetic energy, from 500 to 10 hPa. The spectra fall off rapidly beyond $n \sim 100$ ($\lambda \sim 400$ km), suggesting that this is the effective resolution of the analysis in this altitude range. In accord with earlier studies, we find a distinct power-law scaling, shown in Fig. 1a, at synoptic scales ($n > 10$), the slope varying from $-2.7$ to $-3.7$ with altitude, as seen in Fig. 2b. At 250 hPa, the slope is close to $-3$, in agreement with Boer and Shepherd (1983) and Trenberth and Solomon (1993). In contrast to earlier studies, a distinct spectral break emerges above 250 hPa—see Fig. 1b—with a shallower mesoscale spectrum as seen in upper-tropospheric aircraft data (Nastrom and Gage 1985). This shallow mesoscale spectrum was not observed in earlier deterministic versions of the ECMWF forecast model (Palmer 2001; Palmer et al. 2005). The mesoscale spectrum has a well-defined power law, generally between $-2.0$ and $-2.5$, as displayed in Fig. 2a, which is steeper than the observed $-5/3$.

Changepoint analysis identifies the spectral break, which moves upscale from about $n = 60$ ($\lambda = 650$ km) to $n = 20$ ($\lambda = 2000$ km) between 230 and 100 hPa, as shown in Figs. 1b and 2b, remaining fairly stable at higher altitudes. We expect this transition layer, and the range of wavenumbers at which the spectral break occurs, to be model dependent; in particular, for a higher-resolution analysis with a shallower mesoscale spectrum, the break might appear at lower altitudes and higher $n$ than found here. Comparison with observations must be performed with care, since the location of the spectral break changes substantially with height. In particular, a quantitative comparison with the celebrated Nastrom–Gage spectrum is not possible, since the aircraft data included in that analysis were obtained from flights over the 250–150-hPa range. Averaging between pressure levels may account for the lack of such a sharp spectral break in their results. Over this altitude range, the spectral break in the ECMWF analysis varies from $n = 60$ to $n = 30$, which is broadly consistent with the transition region $n = 40–100$ evident in the Nastrom–Gage spectrum. In the lower stratosphere (50 hPa), the shallow mesoscale spectrum is consistent with the research aircraft observations of Bacmeister et al. (1996), though again with a somewhat steeper spectral slope than the $-5/3$ found in the observations.

Comparing the ECMWF IPY mesoscale spectrum with that of a higher-resolution ECMWF forecast model (Fig. 6) reveals that the mesoscale spectrum in the latter is slightly weaker and shallower, with a slope closer to $-\frac{5}{3}$ ($-2$ in the T1279 data as opposed to $-2.16$ in the IPY analysis at 100 hPa). This suggests the shallow mesoscale spectrum in the IPY analysis is generic, but details such as power and slope are model dependent.

In accord with earlier studies, the transient component dominates the kinetic energy spectra (Fig. 3) except at the largest scales ($n < 8$). In the lower stratosphere, Charney–Drazin filtering removes the transient synoptic-scale energy, the transient component becomes less dominant, and the transient kinetic energy peak shifts to larger scales. While the stationary component of the flow is largely zonal, the transient component is almost isotropic between zonal and meridional components, as shown in Fig. 4, albeit with clear and more or less scale-independent zonal anisotropy, which applies to both the steep and the shallow spectral ranges. Large-scale zonal anisotropy increases in the middle stratosphere, with twice as much zonal as meridional kinetic energy at the transient energy peak, while the mesoscale regime becomes more isotropic. Stronger zonal anisotropy in the large-scale transient flow reflects the stronger role of the mean flow, which makes the eddies more zonally anisotropic through shearing. The more isotropic mesoscale spectrum implies that zonal mean–eddy interaction is not important in this spectral range, dominated presumably by the gravity wave field.

Decomposing the spectra into rotational and divergent components (Fig. 5) shows that the spectral break seen in the total spectra distinguishes a “balanced” synoptic-scale regime, where divergent kinetic energy is much less than rotational kinetic energy, and an “unbalanced” mesoscale regime, where the two components are roughly comparable, consistent with general circulation model results (Koshyk et al. 1999; Koshyk and Hamilton 2001). In fact, divergent kinetic energy is larger than rotational kinetic energy in the
mesoscale regime, but only by a factor of 2–3, whereas at large scales rotational flow contains an order of magnitude more power than divergent flow. The spectral break’s rapid upscale transition between 250 and 100 hPa is due to preferential decay of synoptic-scale rotational kinetic energy (hence balanced flow) over this altitude range (Figs. 5 and 7). Above these levels, the energy decrease with altitude is roughly scale independent, and similar for both rotational and divergent flow, except for the largest rotational scales.

Linear fits to the divergent kinetic energy spectrum over the range \( n = 20–100 \), displayed in Fig. 2b, show a slope above 100 hPa close to the \(-5/3\) slope observed in aircraft data. This suggests the IPY analysis does not properly resolve the mesoscale shallowing. Indeed, in the higher-resolution T1279 analysis, the divergent spectrum extends to larger \( n \) before encountering the dissipation range, giving a slope closer to the observed value.

Our study next examines nonlinear interactions and spectral fluxes. We restrict consideration to the rotational component of the flow so we can define spectral fluxes that tend to zero in the truncation limit, and reexamine earlier results using a higher-resolution analysis. The potential importance of nonlocal wavenumber triads means that small-scale structure and spectral truncation might affect large-scale spectral transfers, so this is of interest.

The kinetic energy interactions show upscale energy flux to large scales (Fig. 8) consistent with earlier studies; however, the IPY analysis appears to resolve the source region well at 250 hPa and above, in the sense that interactions become very small for \( n \) well below the dissipation range, and the downscale energy flux at large \( n \) is negligible (approximately two orders of magnitude smaller than the upscale flux). This confirms that significant positive rotational kinetic energy fluxes found in earlier studies, especially Boer and Shepherd (1983), were an artifact of limited resolution. Nonlinear fluxes maximize between 300 and 200 hPa (Fig. 9)—large-scale turbulence centers on the extratropical tropopause. At these levels, the downscale enstrophy flux develops a pronounced plateau, indicating an enstrophy-cascading inertial subrange (Fig. 10). In previous studies, limited resolution meant the enstrophy flux merely peaked and did not plateau. This implies the enstrophy flux found here has likely converged.

In the upper troposphere, upscale energy flux is due to two processes: eddy–eddy interactions source the synoptic-scale transient energy peak around \( n = 8 \), and zonal mean–eddy interactions carry the energy from that scale up to planetary scales (Figs. 11 and 12). This is consistent with earlier findings of Shepherd (1987), but now the nonlinear interactions can be considered well resolved. Eddy–eddy interactions mainly transfer energy from around \( n = 15 \) to around \( n = 8 \), only about a factor of 2 in scale—the inverse cascade is limited, which is consistent with arguments that two-dimensional turbulence in the atmosphere plays a limited role because the atmosphere adjusts to a state of weak nonlinearity (Schneider and Walker 2006). On the other hand, the well-defined enstrophy flux mainly carried by eddy–eddy interactions down to the dissipation scale is consistent with two-dimensional turbulence theory.

That both upscale kinetic energy flux and downscale enstrophy flux maximize in the upper troposphere accords with wave–mean flow interaction theory (Held and Hoskins 1985). Eddy horizontal momentum fluxes peak at these altitudes and are the main mechanism for strengthening of the westerlies (kinetic energy transfer into the zonal mean flow). They arise from the horizontal component of the Eliassen–Palm flux, whose convergence relates to wave breaking in Rossby wave critical layers (Randel and Held 1991), which causes filamentation and downscale enstrophy transfer (McIntyre and Palmer 1985; Thorncroft et al. 1993).

We find no evidence for the balanced-upscale-cascade explanation of the shallow mesoscale spectrum (Lilly 1983; Vallis et al. 1997) seen in the ECMWF analyses above 250 hPa. Not only is the kinetic energy flux downscale in that range, the mesoscale spectrum is definitely not balanced, as divergent energy is not much smaller than rotational energy. In fact, the divergent contribution to the kinetic energy spectrum exceeds the rotational contribution in the mesoscale. Hence, the shallow mesoscale Nastrom–Gage-like spectrum does not reflect a two-dimensional turbulent inverse energy cascade, at least in the ECMWF IPY analysis.

In the stratosphere (100 hPa and higher), the energy source moves to planetary scales, and zonal mean–eddy interactions dominate the energy flux, which is largely confined to \( n < 10 \). Zonal mean–eddy interactions also contribute half the downscale enstrophy flux, which should not be interpreted as homogeneous two-dimensional turbulence. The dominance of zonal mean–eddy transfers matches our understanding of wave–mean flow interaction in the stratosphere. Eddy–eddy interactions also play a significant role in downscale enstrophy flux, which is consistent with our understanding of Rossby wave breaking in the stratospheric surf zone (Juckes and McIntyre 1987). Notably, the downscale (rotational) energy flux at high wavenumbers in the stratosphere remains negligible (Fig. 8), even though there is a shallow spectrum of unbalanced kinetic energy at those scales. Because unbalanced flow includes a rotational component, this implies the unbalanced flow is not actively participating in nonlinear interactions or inducing a
downscale energy flux of its own. It therefore presumably consists of upward-propagating internal gravity waves, as argued by Koshyk et al. (1999).

One limitation of the present study is restriction to global-mean spectra, made necessary by spherical harmonic analysis. It may be no coincidence that the transition layer found here, from 230 to 100 hPa, over which the spectral break moves rapidly to large scales, coincides roughly with the altitude range of the tropopause as one moves from high to low latitudes. Repeating this analysis with a localized spectral analysis technique, such as wavelets, would reveal whether the transition is sharper if examined in the extratropics alone.

Another limitation is the restriction to essentially barotropic diagnostics, such as kinetic energy spectra and horizontal spectral energy and enstrophy fluxes. Although this is reasonable within the context of geostrophic turbulence (Salmon 1980), examining baroclinic diagnostics is necessary to obtain a more complete description of the dynamics.
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APPENDIX

Decompositions of Kinetic Energy Spectrum

The rotational and divergent kinetic energy spectra are, respectively,

\[
E^{\text{rot}}_n = \frac{1}{4} \frac{n(n+1)}{a^2} \sum_{m=-n}^{n} |\psi_m|^2 \quad \text{and} \\
E^{\text{div}}_n = \frac{1}{4} \frac{a^2}{n(n+1)} \sum_{m=-n}^{n} |\delta_m|^2.
\]

We further decompose the fields into stationary and transient components. For the streamfunction, the decomposition is \(|\psi_m|^2 = |\psi_m^s|^2 + |\psi_m^t|^2\), where the overbar represents a monthly average, and the transient fluctuation around the monthly mean is \(\psi_m = \psi_m^s - \psi_m^t\).

The total kinetic energy spectrum, decomposed into stationary and transient contributions, is then

\[
E_n = \frac{1}{4n(n+1)} \sum_{m=-n}^{n} \left( |\psi_m^s|^2 + |\psi_m^t|^2 + |\delta_m^s|^2 + |\delta_m^t|^2 \right),
\]

(A2)

where \(\delta_m = -[n(n+1)/a^2]|\psi_m^t|\).

We also decompose the kinetic energy spectra into meridional and zonal components, labeled by \(\phi\) and \(\lambda\), respectively. The formulas for the rotational flow are (Shepherd 1987)

\[
E^{\text{rot}}_\phi(n) = \frac{1}{8a^2} \sum_{m=-n}^{n} (2n+1)|m||\psi_m^\phi|^2
\]

and

\[
E^{\text{rot}}_\lambda(n) = \frac{1}{8a^2} \sum_{m=-n}^{n} [2n(n+1) - (2n+1)|m||\psi_m^\lambda|^2].
\]

(A3)

The corresponding decomposition for the divergent flow is

\[
E^{\text{div}}_\phi(n) = \frac{a^2}{8} \sum_{m=-n}^{n} \frac{2n(n+1) - (2n+1)|m||\delta_m^\phi|^2}{n^2(n+1)^2}
\]

and

\[
E^{\text{div}}_\lambda(n) = \frac{a^2}{8} \sum_{m=-n}^{n} \frac{(2n+1)|m||\delta_m^\lambda|^2}{n^2(n+1)^2}.
\]

(A4)

(A5)

(A6)

If the flow is homogeneous and isotropic, \(|\psi_m^\phi|^2\) is independent of \(m\) (Boer 1983). This holds for random fields in general, and therefore also for \(\delta\). If \(E_\lambda < E_\phi\), the flow is zonally anisotropic, which means the zonal motions dominate the meridional motions, whereas if \(E_\lambda > E_\phi\), the flow is meridionally anisotropic, and the meridional motions dominate.
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